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282 J. Pe�cari�c and L. E. Persson(1.1) 0@s+ 1b� a bZa f(x)sdx1A1=s � 0@r + 1b � a bZa f(x)rdx1A1=r :Moreover, if f is convex and f(a) = 0, then (1.1) holds in the reverseddirection. This fact is due to Thunsdor� [11]. For some recent weightedversions of (1.1) we refer to [5] and [8]. Some multidimensional versionsof the Berwald and Thunsdor� inequalities have been proved in [2] and[3], respectively. For some additional references and results see also therecent books [7] and [10].This paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2 and 3 we willprove some weighted multidimensional versions of the Berwald andThunsdor� inequalities. The key arguments are to use suitable ver-sions of the Chebyshev inequality and the power mean inequality in thisconnection. In Section 4 we use in particular these results to also ob-tain a new weighted multidimensional version of the Borell inequality(see [2]). A complement of this result is proved in Section 5. This re-sult may also be regarded as a weighted multidimensional version of a(Gr�uss{Barnes type) inequality recently proved in [6].Some notations and preliminaries. We say that the multidimen-sional function, f(x), x 2 X,X = �x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn)�� ai � xi � bi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n	 ;is nondecreasing (nonincreasing) if, for each �xed i, 1 � i � n, thefunction xi ! f(x) is nondecreasing (nonincreasing). Moreover, we letY denote the class of all nonnegative functions P (x) of the formP (x) = p1(x1)p2(x2) : : : pn(xn):For later purposes we note that e.g. the following functions obviouslybelong to Y :L1(x) = nYi=1(xi � ai) and L2(x) = nYi=1(bi � xi):We need the following generalization of the Chebyshev inequality (see[9]):(C) If F(x) and G(x) are monotone in the same sense on X andP 2 Y is an integrable function, thenZX P (x)dx ZX P (x)F (x)G(x)dx �



Some multidimensional inequalities 283� ZX P (x)F (x)dx ZX P (x)G(x)dx;where dx = dx1dx2 : : : dxn. If F (x) and G(x) are monotone inthe opposite sense, then (2.1) holds in the reversed direction.We also need the power mean inequality in the following form (c.f. [4,formula 192.]):(PM) If r � s r; s 6= 0, p(x); h(x) � 0 and the involved integrals arepositive, then0@ZX p(x)(h(x))rdx.ZX p(x)dx1A1=r �� 0@ZX p(x)(h(x))sdx.ZX p(x)dx1A1=s :2. A weighted multidimensional Berwald inequalityIn the sequel we let f denote a nonnegative function on X. Ourweighted multidimensional Berwald inequality reads:Theorem 1. Let ! 2 Y be an integrable function on X and let r, s bereal numbers such that 0 < r < s.(i) If f(x) is nondecreasing and f(x)=L1(x) is nonincreasing, then0@ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx1A1=s �� 0@ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))rdx1A1=r :The inequality is sharp and equality holds for f(x) = L1(x).(ii) If f(x) is nonincreasing and f(x)=L2(x) is nondecreasing, then0@ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx.ZX !(x)(L2(x))sdx1A1=s �



284 J. Pe�cari�c and L. E. Persson� 0@ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx.ZX !(x)(L2(x))rdx1A1=r :The inequality is sharp and equality holds for f(x) = L2(x).Remark 1. The conditions in (i) are satis�ed e.g. if f(x) is nondecreas-ing and concave in each variable. The conditions in (ii) are satis�ed e.g.if f(x) is nonincreasing and concave in each variable.Proof. According to our assumptions we have that the function F (x) == (f(x)=L1(x))r is nonincreasing and the function G(x) = (f(x))s�ris nondecreasing. Therefore we can use the Chebyshev inequality (C)with the weight P (x) = !(x)(L1(x))r to obtain thatZX !(x)(L1(x))rdx ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx �� ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx ZX !(x)(L1(x))r(f(x))s�rdx;i.e.,(2.1) 0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))rdx.ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx1A1=r �� 0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))r(f(x))s�rdx.ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx1A1=r :Moreover, by using the power mean inequality (PM), we �nd that(2.2) 0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))r(f(x))s�rdx.ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx1A1=r �� 0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx.ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx1A1=s :We combine (2.1) with (2.2) and the inequality in (i) is proved. Thesharpness statement is obvious. The proof of (ii) only consists of obviousmodi�cations of the proof of (i) so we omit the details. �



Some multidimensional inequalities 2853. A weighted multidimensional Thunsdor� inequal-ity Our weighted Thunsdor�'s inequality can be formulated as fol-lows:Theorem 2. Let ! 2 Y be an integrable function on X and let r, s bereal numbers such that 0 < r < s. If f(x)=L1(x) is nondecreasing, then0@ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))rdx1A1=r �0@ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx1A1=s :The inequality is sharp and equality holds for f(x) = L1(x).Remark 2. The function f(x)=L1(x) is nondecreasing for example iff(x) is convex in each variable and f(x1; : : : ; xi�1; ai; xi+1; : : : ; xn) = 0for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n.Proof. First we use the power mean inequality (PM) with p(x) == !(x)(L1(x))s and h(x) = f(x)=L1(x) to �nd that(3.1) 0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))s�r(f(x))rdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx1A1=r �� 0@ZX !(x)(f(x))sdx.ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx1A1=s :Moreover, by the Chebyshev inequality (C), applied with P (x) =!(x)(L1(x))r and the nondecreasing functions F (x) = (f(x)=L1(x))rand G(x) = (L1(x))s�r ,(3.2) ZX !(x)(L1(x))rdx ZX !(x)(L1(x))s�r(f(x))rdx �� ZX !(x)(f(x))rdx ZX !(x)(L1(x))sdx:The inequality in Th. 2 follows at once from (3.1) and (3.2). The sharp-



286 J. Pe�cari�c and L. E. Perssonness assertion is obvious. �Remark 3. The proof above shows that Th. 2 can easily be generalizedto hold in more general situations e.g. for functions of higher order ofconvexity.4. A weighted multidimensional Borell inequalityThe following theorem may be regarded as a weighted variant ofa well-known Theorem of Borell [3].Theorem 3. Let ! 2 Y be an integrable function on X and supposethat a, b, p, q are real numbers satisfying a > 0, b > 0, p � 1 andq � 1. If f(x) is nondecreasing, f(x)=(L1(x))a is nonincreasing, g(x)is nonincreasing and g(x)=(L2(x))b is nondecreasing , thenZX !(x)f(x)g(x)dx �� C0@ZX !(x)(f(x))pdx1A1=p0@ZX !(x)(g(x))qdx1A1=q ;whereC = ZX !(x)(L1(x))a(L2(x))bdx.0@ZX !(x)(L1(x))apdx1A1=p ��0@ZX !(x)(L2(x))bqdx1A1=q :The inequality is sharp and equality holds for f(x) = (L1(x))a andg(x) = (L2(x))b.Remark 4. The assumptions in Th. 3 are satis�ed e.g. if f(x) is nonde-creasing, g(x) is nonincreasing and f1=a, g1=b are both concave functionsin each variable. Therefore, Th. 3 with ! = 1 is similar but not the sameas the original result by Borell [3]. Our proof is completely di�erent and(in our opinion) much simpler than that in [3].Proof. First we use the Chebyshev inequality (C) with P (x) = !(x)(L1(x))a and the nonincreasing functions F (x) = f(x)=(L1(x))a andG(x) = g(x) to obtain that



Some multidimensional inequalities 287(4.1) ZX !(x)(L1(x))adx ZX !(x)f(x)g(x)dx �� ZX !(x)f(x)dx ZX !(x)(L1(x))ag(x)dx:Next by using (C) with P (x) = !(x)(L2(x))b and the nondecreasingfunctions F (x) = (L1(x))a and G(x) = g(x)=(L2(x))b we have that(4.2) ZX !(x)(L2(x))bdx ZX !(x)g(x)(L1(x))adx �� ZX !(x)(L1(x))a(L2(x))bdx ZX !(x)g(x)dx:Now by using (4.1){(4.2) and Th. 1 we �nd thatZX !(x)f(x)g(x)dx � RX f(x)!(x)dx RX !(x)g(x)(L1(x))adxRX !(x)(L1(x))adx �� RX f(x)!(x)dx RX !(x)(L1(x))a(L2(x))bdx RX !(x)g(x)dxRX !(x)(L1(x))adx RX !(x)(L2(x))bdx �� RX !(x)(L1(x))a(L2(x))bdx�RX !(x)(L1(x))apdx�1=p �RX !(x)(L2(x))bqdx�1=q ��0@ZX !(x)(f(x))pdx1A1=p0@ZX !(x)(g(x))qdx1A1=q :In the third inequality we have used Th. 1 (i) with r = 1, s = p, L1replaced by La1 and Th. 1 (ii) with r = 1, s = 7 and L2 replaced by Lb2.The sharpness statement is obvious so the proof is complete. �Remark 5. In fact, the proof above shows that the following \interpo-lated" version of the inequality in Th. 1 holds:RX !(x)f(x)g(x)dxRX !(x)(L1(x))a(L2(x))bdx �



288 J. Pe�cari�c and L. E. Persson� 0@ RX !(x)(f(x))p1dxRX !(x)(L1(x))ap1dx1A1=p1 0@ RX !(x)(g(x))q1dxRX !(x)(L2(x))bq1dx1A1=q1 �� 0@ RX !(x)(f(x))p2dxRX !(x)(L1(x))ap2dx1A1=p2 0@ RX !(x)(g(x))q2dxRX !(x)(L2(x))bq2dx1A1=q2 ;where 1 � p1 � p2 and 1 � q1 � q2.5. Another weighted multidimensional inequalityThe following theorem may be regarded both as a natural comple-ment of our previous weightedmultidimensional Borell inequality and asa generalization of a recently obtained (Gr�uss{Barnes type) inequality[6, Th. 5]:Theorem 4. Let ! 2 Y be an integrable function on X and supposethat ak and pk are real numbers satisfying ak > 0 and 0 � pk � 1,k = 1; 2; : : : ; m.(i) If, for every k = 1; 2; : : : ; m, the function gk satis�es the growthconditions that gk(x) is nondecreasing and gk(x)=(L1(x))ak is nonin-creasing, then(5.1) RX !(x) mQk=1 gk(x)dxRX !(x)(L1(x))mP1 akdx � mYi=10@ RX !(x)(gk(x))pkdxRX !(x)(L1(x))akpkdx1A1=pk :(ii) If, for every k = 1; 2; : : : ; m, the function gk satis�es thatgk(x)=(L1(x))ak is nondecreasing, then (5.1) holds in the reversed di-rection.The inequalities in (i) and (ii) are sharp and equality occurs ifgk(x) = (L1(x))1=ak .Remark 6.The assumptions on gk in (i) are satis�ed e.g. if gk(x) is non-decreasing and (gk(x))1=ak is concave in each variable. Moreover, theconditions on gk in (ii) are satis�ed e.g. if gk(x1; : : : ; xi�1; ai; xi+1; : : :: : : ; xn) = 0 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and (gk(x))1=ak is convex in each vari-able. Therefore, in particular, Th. 4 gives a slight generalization also ofthe one-dimensional result (of Gr�uss{Barnes type) recently obtained in[6, Th. 5].



Some multidimensional inequalities 289Proof. (i) Here we use (C) successively, �rst with P (x)=!(x)(L1(x))a1;F (x) = g1(x)=(L1(x))a1 and G(x) = g2(x)g3(x) : : : gm(x), after thatwith P (x) = !(x)(L1(x))ak , F (x) = gk(x)=(L1(x))ak and G(x) == (L1(x))a1+a2+���+ak�1gk+1(x) : : : gm(x), k = 2; 3; : : : ; m � 1, and �-nally, with P (x) = !(x)(L1(x))am , F (x) = gm(x)=(L1(x))am andG(x) = (L1(x))a1+a2+���+am�1 :ZX !(x)(L1(x))a1dx ZX !(x)g1(x) : : : gm(x)dx �� ZX !(x)g1(x)dx ZX !(x)g2(x)g3(x) : : : gm(x)(L1(x))a1dx;ZX !(x)(L1(x))a2dx ZX !(x)g2(x)g3(x) : : : gm(x)(L1(x))a1dx �� ZX !(x)g2(x)dx ZX !(x)g3(x)dx : : : gm(x)(L1(x))a1+a2dx;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :ZX !(x)(L1(x))amdx ZX !(x)gm(x)(L1(x))a1+a2+���+am�1dx �� ZX !(x)gm(x)dx ZX !(x)(L1(x))a1+a2+���+amdx:Using these inequalities we can derive thatRX !(x) mQk=1 gk(x)dxRX !(x)(L1(x))Pm1 akdx � mYi=1 RX !(x)gk(x)dxRX !(x)(L1(x))akdx :Finally, we apply Th. 1 and the inequality (5.1) is proved.(ii) The proof is quite similar to that in (i) (we only need to use(C) in the reversed direction and Th. 2 instead of Th. 1).The sharpness assertion is easily checked by inspection. �Remark 7. Our proof shows that, in fact, the inequality (5.1) can bereplaced by a re�ned \interpolated" inequality quite analogous to thatpresented in Remark 5.
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